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plexity. The rapidity of the diversification
and the ecological interactions between
species suggests that, as in the plants and
insects of the Hawaiian and Canar y
islands, species begat species. In terms of
MacArthur and Wilson’s model, these
macroevolutionary events should be limited by the extent to which new resources
increased the carrying capacity of the
environment. But if there is feedback
between diversifying species, and a total
potential diversity that is not limited by
resources, then we may need a class of
models in which future diversity is a function of current diversity.
Diversity cannot continue to increase
forever, and ultimately resource availability
must play a role, but perhaps a smaller one
over evolutionary time than has been

thought. Paleontologists, taking their cue
from ecologists, have generally assumed
that resource limitation controls the diversity of a community, but some have wondered whether changes in diversity might
come from periodic disturbance. There have
been few explicit considerations of this possibility, but Stanley (11) suggested that the
apparent periodicity of mass extinctions and
biotic crises reflected prolonged environmental disturbance and lengthy rediversification, not a periodic external forcing factor
(such as periodic meteor bombardment). If
periodic disturbance does provide a major
control on diversity, then niche generation
may be an ongoing process, more rapid during macroevolutionary transitions, but providing a regular source of new adaptive possibility until the next crisis occurs.
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ness associated with statistical tests, it is
vital to also gain a physical understanding
of the changes in hurricane activity and
their origins.
Hurricane activity generally occurs over
the oceans in regions where sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) exceed 26°C (2). In
the Atlantic, SSTs and hurricane activity
(see both figures) vary widely on interannual and multidecadal time scales. One factor in the year-to-year variability is El Niño:
Atlantic hurricanes are suppressed when an
El Niño is under way in the Pacific (3, 4).
The decadal variability is thought to be
associated with the thermohaline circulation and is referred to as the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation. It affects the number of
hurricanes and major
hurricanes that form
0.5
10°N–20°N
from tropical storms
first named in the trop0.0
ical Atlantic and the
–0.5
Caribbean Sea (5–7).
In addition to inter0.5
30°N–65°N
annual and multidecadal variability,
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there is a nonlinear
upward trend in SSTs
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over the 20th century.
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This trend is most pronounced in the past 35 Getting warmer. Annual mean SST anomalies relative to 1961 to 1990
years in the extratropi- (23) for 1870 to 2004, averaged over the tropical Atlantic (10°N to
cal North Atlantic (see 20°N, excluding the Caribbean west of 80°W) (top) and the extratropithe first figure). It is cal North Atlantic (30°N to 65°N) (bottom). Heavy lines are 10-year
associated with global running means.
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uring the 2004 hurricane season in
the North Atlantic, an unprecedented four hurricanes hit Florida;
during the same season in the Pacific, 10
tropical cyclones or typhoons hit Japan (the
previous record was six) (1). Some scientists say that this increase is related to
global warming; others say that it is not.
Can a trend in hurricane activity in the
North Atlantic be detected? Can any such
trend be attributed to human activity? Are
we even asking the right questions?
In statistics, a null hypothesis—such as
“there is no trend in hurricane activity”—
may be formed, and it is common to reject
the null hypothesis based on a 5% significance level. But accepting the null hypothesis does not mean that there is no trend, only
that it cannot be proven from the particular
sample and that more data may be required.
This is frequently the case when the signal
being sought is masked by large variability.
If one instead formulates the inverse null
hypothesis—“there is a trend in hurricane
activity”—then the 5% significance level
may bias results in favor of this hypothesis
being accepted, given the variability.
Acceptance of a false hypothesis (a “type
II” error) is a common mistake. Rather than
accept the hypothesis, one may be better off
reserving judgment. Because of the weak-

warming and has been attributed to human
activity (8). In the tropical North
Atlantic—the region of most relevance to
hurricane formation—multidecadal variability dominates SSTs (see the first figure), but the 1995–2004 decadal average is
nonetheless the highest on record by
>0.1°C. Hence, although the warming in
the tropical North Atlantic is not as pronounced, it is probably related to that in the
extratropical North Atlantic.
SSTs are not the only important variable affecting hurricanes (2, 9, 10). Other
factors that have influenced the increase
in hurricane activity in the past decade
(11) include an amplified high-pressure
ridge in the upper troposphere across the
central and easter n Nor th Atlantic;
reduced vertical wind shear over the central North Atlantic [wind shear tends to
inhibit the vortex from forming (2)]; and
African easterly lower atmospheric winds
that favor the development of hurricanes
from tropical disturbances moving westward from the African coast. Atmospheric
stability is also important (4).
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(13) and supports model projections (14) suggesting that
Niño is a recipe for less activYear (A.D.)
relative humidity remains A measure of regional storm activity. The ACE index reflects the collective ity in the Atlantic. Moreover,
about the same as tempera- intensity and duration of tropical storms and hurricanes during a given hurricane the thermohaline circulation
tures increase. Both higher season. Values are given as percentage of the median from 1951 to 2000; the and other climate factors will
SSTs and increased water white band indicates normal conditions, the blue is below normal, and the pink is continue to vary naturally.
vapor tend to increase the above normal, according to NOAA. [Adapted from (1)]
Trends in human-influenergy available for atmoenced environmental changes
spheric convection, such as thunderstorms, tially a collection of thunderstorms that are now evident in hurricane regions. These
and for the development of tropical develops a vortex). Model projections of changes are expected to affect hurricane
cyclones (9, 15). However, the convective how wind shear in the hurricane region intensity and rainfall, but the effect on hurriavailable potential energy (15) is also responds to global warming caused by cane numbers remains unclear. The key sciaffected by large-scale subsiding air that increased carbon dioxide in the atmos- entific question is not whether there is a trend
increases the stability and dryness of the phere tend to differ (14), and it is not yet in hurricane numbers and tracks, but rather
atmosphere, and is often associated with possible to say how El Niño and other fac- how hurricanes are changing.
wind shear throughout the troposphere tors affecting hurricane formation may
(16). The convective available potential change as the world warms.
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